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CHAMPAGNE
1

Justerini & Brooks, 250th Anniversary Cuvée,
Champagne, Extra Dry, NV
With excellent quality Pinot Noir fruit and the warmer climate of
the Bar region, lends it great richness, generosity and opulent red
fruit characteristics.

70.00

1

1A

Taittinger Brut Reserve, Non Vintage
A perfect accompaniment to white meat and fish, this champagne
is aged for three to four years in champagne cellars until reaching
full aromatic and taste maturity.

80.00

1A

2

Pol Roger Reserve, France, Non Vintage
Founded in 1849, Pol Roger Reserve is the house's 'signature'
cuvee, and has worldwide acclaim. An excellent wine for any
celebration.

90.00

2

3

Veuve Cliquot, Brut, France, Non Vintage
This champagne is alluring and vibrant. Veuve Cliquot ages their
non vintage wines for almost twice as long as is required, resulting
in a superb marriage of freshness and power.

95.00

3

4

Bollinger Special Cuvée NV, France
Associated with the highest of wine making standards and much
appreciated by Patsy and Eddie. Founded in 1829, still 100%
family owned.

105.00

4

4A

Bollinger Rose NV Champagne
Special Cuvee Rose Champagne is a powerfully structured wine but
has a clear, crisp expression through an ample mouth that delicately
releases a complex palette of flavours over a long time. Raspberry,
blackberry and gooseberry flavours.

105.00

4A

5

Krug Grande Cuvée 169
Blending new wines from the year 2013 with reserve wines from the
maison's large collection has enabled Krug's cellar master to
accentuate the fullness and aromatic elegance of Krug's different
vineyard plots.

270.00

5

HALF/QUARTER BOTTLES
5A

Champagne Ayala Brut Majeur, France (37.5cl)
A truly remarkable champagne – a “Premier Cru” for this price is
exceptional. The high percentage of Pinot Noir lends elegance and
finesse with the Chardonnay contributing to weight, fruit and sheer
refinement.
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MOËT & CHANDON IMPÉRIAL BRUT
(20cl)
Enjoy an individual serving of the iconic Moët Impérial –
characterised by a bright fruitiness, enticing bouquet and elegant
maturity – with this mini bottle.

BIN

34.00

5C

PROSECCO
6A

Ora Della Regina Prosecco Brut (20cl)
An intense, fruity bouquet with a hint of golden apples.
This Prosecco is dry, fresh, light in body and well balanced.

9.50

6A

6

Prosecco Botter
Very well balanced with plenty of peachy fruit, a gentle
mouth feel and a light finish. Perfect on its own or with
fish and delicate starters.

31.00

6

HOUSE WHITE WINE
7

Chenin Blanc, The Veldt Range, South Africa
A really well-balanced wine: the aromas are reminiscent of
melon and lychees with soft tropical fruit flavours dominating
the palate and an elegant, refreshing acidity on the finish.

19.00

7

8

Sauvignon Blanc, La Doutelle, Southern France
An excellent wine that punches above its weight. The aroma
is a beautifully delicate one of crushed apples and ripe pears
with a concentrated palate highlighting the citrus overtone.

20.50

8

9

Chardonnay, Vignoble du Sud, South-west France
Delicate citrus notes with aromas of apples, hints of tropical
Bananas and pineapples. Clean and bright with a soft round
finish on the palate. Perfect with pasta dishes, seafood, and
soft cheese.

22.00

9

10

Pinot Grigio Nello, Della Rocca, Italy
Italy’s favourite grape is brilliantly represented in this Pinot Grigio.
Aromatic and joyous with bags of fruit.

22.50

10

19.00

13

HOUSE RED WINE
13

Syrah, La Doutelle, Southern France
A great example of a juicy and delicious Vin De Pays Syrah.
Unoaked and wonderfully ripe, with flavours of blackberries,
raspberries and just a hint of chocolate. Soft, silky tannins
make this a very easy drinking wine. A lovely expression
of Mediterranean sunshine.
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14

Cabernet Sauvignon, Don Silvestre
Light-bodied wine with fresh red fruit flavors of cherry and
raspberry over a subtle roasted coffee background.

21.00

14

15

Merlot, B&G Reserve 2018, France
A nose of wild strawberry and redcurrant with delicate coffee and
toasty aromas. An harmonious, fine and elegant palate, offering a
round structure and red berry flavours.

22.50

15

16

Rioja Amate, Tempranillo 2020, Spain
A simple but very enjoyable example of young Rioja. Vibrant
Purple colour. Made from 100% Tempranillo grapes. An easy
drinking wine with bright fruity notes of black cherry and plum.
A good match with Spanish hams and cheeses.

22.50

16

ROSE WINES
11

Petit Oiseau, France
From the Côtes de Gasgogne, this is a light, clean rosé which is
delicious on its own and with lighter salads and fish dishes

22.50

11

12

Pinot Grigio La Casada
A delicious dry Pinot Grigio with an elegant rose colour; great with
Seafood

23.50

12

12A

Château Routas
Freshly cut watermelon, ripe peach aromas and floral notes lead to
a palate alive with wild strawberries and hints of mineral notes.
Crisp acidity and a refreshing finish.

27.50

12A

12B

Domaine Montrose Rosé, 2020, Côtes de Thongue
Olivier and Bernard Coste have been producing wine from this
vineyard with passion in the South of France. This has allowed the
family to create an authentic wine. This rosé is their most
acclaimed wine and a symbol of their quest for elegance.

39.50

12B

13C

Sancerre Rosé, Domaine Hubert Brochard, Loire, France
Think strawberries and raspberries in a glass and you need go no
further! The quintessential rosé; delicate yet pronounced summer
red fruits, with a lovely, fresh, clean finish.

56.00

13C
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WHITE WINES
17

Viognier, Les Gres, Les Vignerons de Puisserguier
de Arzens, Southern France
This must be the best possible value for such a refined, elegant
but powerful wine. Apricots, peaches and even melons combine
to make this a memorable glass of wine – perfect with seafood
and salad.

23.00

17

18

Muscadet de Sevre et Maine, Clos de la Foliette,
Sur Lie Vieilles Vignes, France
Classic Muscadet, bottled on the ‘lees’ for extra freshness and
flavour. Crisp, dry and with long lasting flavour. Very clean and
fresh with a slight spritz and a distinct nutty finish.

28.00

18

19

Picpoul de Pinet, ‘Baron de Mornas’, AOC Coteaux
du Languedoc, France
This wine is characterised by a dry crisp, citrusy palate
with pure fruit flavours of lemon, apple and pear, followed
by subtle mineral and nutty overtones. The perfect
partner to oysters, crustaceans or any fish.

27.00

19

19A

San Simone, Pinot Grigio
Has an extraordinary and heady scent of sage and yellow
peppers. The palate is aromatic and full-bodied, ending in a
beautiful finale.

36.00

19A

20

Palliser Estate Sauvignon Blanc
very fresh with bright and vibrant aromas of pungent
passionfruit, with tropical fruit notes and fresh herbs. The
aromatics are full and voluminous unfolding white florals

40.00

20

34A

Hugel Classic Pinot Blanc, Alsace, France
A good all-round wine, perfect for seafood

30.00

34A

22

Hugel Gewurztraminer, Alsace, France
Dry, fresh, refreshing and very flavoursome, fruity and floral wine,
with a very expressive nose presenting aromas of white peach,
lychee and pear, as well as floral notes of roses, jasmine, linden,
freesias and cherry blossoms

50.00

22

23

Pinot Grigio Zenato – Delle Venezie, Italy
The Zenato family have a long tradition in the Lombardy
Veneto regions of Italy – they are driven by their passion
for quality and this wine is certainly no exception.

34.50

23
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24

Boundary Hut, Sauvignon Blanc, New Zealand
Once the homes of shepherds keeping their sheep within the
boundaries of their plots. A classic New Zealand
Sauvignon Blanc with vibrant citrus and tropical fruit flavours
and a zingy, dry finish.

32.00

24

25

Domaine du Vieux Vauvert Vouvray 2020
An easy-drinking style of wine made with 100 Chenin Blanc grapes.
Delicious apple flavours and refreshing citrusy acidity make this a
great match for a goats cheese salad.

29.00

25

26

Petit Chablis, Domaine Colombiers, Burgundy, France
Classic Petit Chablis. The nose is loaded with minerals, citrus,
white lower aromas with hints of wet stone. Minerally, tight and
racy with cool flavours and perfect balance.

38.00

26

27

Sancerre Blanc, Domaine Hubert Brochard, Loire, France
This is soft yellow green in colour with crisp acidity. On the
palate you find fresh citrus, honey, spices, mineral notes and
even a hint of herbal teas. Beautifully balanced with good length.

44.00

27

28

Chablis, Domaine de Colombier, 2012
Guy Motto and his three sons run this superb estate,
within the Chablis region (they also do a superb Petit Chablis
and 1er Cru) a classic unoaked, mineral laced Chardonnay

55.00

28

29

Pouilly Fumé, Patrice Moreux, Loire, France
A superb Sauvignon Blanc from the Loire Valley. A crisp
& refreshingly dry wine with a gooseberry nose & with
the classic "gun-flinty" flavour.

49.00

29

30

J.J. Vincent Pouilly-Fuissé Vieilles Vignes,
Elegance and refinement don’t even scratch the surface
of this wine, soft yet powerful with mineral characteristics backed
by subtly voluptuous notes of peaches and melons.

67.00

30

31

Chablis Premier Cru, Domaine du Colombier, Burgundy,
France
From arguably one of the top Chablis producers using totally
traditional methods, this mouth-filling wine displays wonderfully
powerful aromas and rich, flinty, peachy flavours.

65.00.

31

32

New Zealand, Sauvignon Blanc, Cloudy Bay, 2013
New Zealand's best-known winery needs little introduction.
Established in 1985 – Cloudy Bay caused such excitement that
it kickstarted the New Zealand wine industry.

55.00

32
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33

Meursault Les Grands Charrons, Domaine Michel Bouzereau,
Burgundy, France
Butterscotch, toast and vanilla with the elegance of lemon blossom in
the background. The palate is ever expansive with lovely poise and
balance. Stunning!

75.00

33

34

Chassagne Montrachet Premier Cru, Morgeot, 2010
Albert Bichot – from a widely respected family owned Burgandy wine
house now in its sixth generation. Always striving for perfection and
winning prestigious awards.

89.00

34

34B

Puligny-Montrachet 2018 Doudet Naudin
Doudet Naudin is one of the most respected wineries in Burgundy.
Made from old vines, from hand-picked grapes, and aged in vanillaimparting oak for a year, its Puligny-Montrachet is a creamy cocktail
of almond, honeysuckle and exotic fruits..

96.00

34B

RED WINES
35

Chianti La Vigna, Tuscany, Italy
A lovely, simple style of Chianti that really shows off the
primary fruit flavours of the Sangiovese grape. Lots of red
cherry fruit backed up by a gentle structure.

24.00

35

36

Montepulciano D'Abruzzo, Cerulli Spinozzi, 2014
An excellent example from the area of Abruzzi; robust in
structure with good fruit and medium acidity.

34.00

36

Bordeaux
36A

Château La Croix St. Benoit, Grand Vin de Bordeaux
31.50 36A
75% Cabernet Franc, softened by 25% Merlot, all the grapes were
sourced from 30-40 year old vines producing a depth and concentration
never seen before. This wine was finished on oak to add that subltle
extra dimension. Deep garnet/ruby colour, intoxicating aromas of
blackcurrant and spice, with an amazingly powerful yet elegant palate truly remarkable!

56A

Chateau La Courolle Montagne-Saint-Emilion 2019
The wine has a full, juicy, soft, harmonious taste with notes of ripe
blackberries, blueberries and plums, firm, well-integrated tannins,
fresh acidity and a long, delicate, piquant aftertaste.
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Rhone
37A

Crozes Hermitage Rouge, Etienne Barret, Rhone, France
100% Syrah with classic aromas of bramble and a little spice.
Oak flavours are restrained to let the fruit shine through: a
characteristic of Etienne's wines. Medium to full-bodied and
easy to drink now, but has the attributes to repay cellaring
over the next two years.

42.00

37A

38

Châteauneuf du Pape Vignoble Fabre
Mont-Redon – the vineyards are situated on the high plateau,
Producing aromatic fruity wines for over 40 years, still some
of the best.

57.00

38

39

Rioja Reserva, Bodegas Campillo, Spain
Fruity aromas perfectly assembled with oak. Elegant and
sumptuous palate with a marvellous tannic balance
giving a unique and distinctive character.

46.00

39

40

Château de Fleurie. France
Vibrant red in colour, with aromas of dark flowers and earth,
followed by a plump, silky palate of crushed red berry fruit
offset by a touch of earthy spice

49.00

40

41

Bourgogne Pinot Noir, Albert Bichot 2014
Aromas of black cherries with a delicate and refined palate,
from a reputed Burgundy wine house in the 6th generation,
always striving for perfection.

39.00

41

41A

Sancerre Rouge, Domaine Brochard, Loire, France
Simply stunning Pinot Noir with a silky soft red cherry style
fruit on the nose and elegant summer pudding red fruits
on the palate. The finish is surprisingly elegant and expressive
with good, not overwhelming tannins and acidity.

55.00

41A

42A

Gevrey Chambertin Joseph Drouhin
Beautiful bright ruby colour, intensely fruity on the nose
with a very nice freshness and refined tannic structure

105.00

42A

Sauvignon Blanc, Santa Ema, Maipo Valley, Chile
15.00
The aroma is a beautifully delicate one of crushed apples and
ripe pears with a concentrated palate highlighting the citrus overtone.

47

HALF BOTTLES
WHITE WINES
47
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48

Petit Chablis, Domaine Colombier, France
Classic Petit Chablis. The nose is loaded with minerals, citrus
and white flower aromas with hints of wet stone. Minerally,
tight and racy with cool flavours and perfect balance.

22.50

48

49

Sancerre, Domaine Hubert Brochard, Loire, France
This is soft yellow green in colour with crisp acidity.
The wine offers grapefruit, lime, spice and mineral
notes with fresh citrus, honey, spices, minerals and even a
hint of herbal teas on the palate. Overall, this is beautifully
balanced with good length

27.00

49

49A

Chablis, Domaine Colombier, France
From arguably one of the top Chablis producers using totally
traditional methods, this mouth-filling wine displays
wonderfully powerful aromas and rich, flinty peachy flavours.

25.00 49A

50A

Hugel Gewurztraminer, Alsace, France
Dry, fresh, refreshing and very flavoursome, fruity and floral wine,
with a very expressive nose presenting aromas of white peach,
lychee and pear, as well as floral notes of roses, jasmine, linden,
freesias and cherry blossoms

29.00

50A

50

RED WINES
50

Cabernet Sauvignon, Santa Ema, Maipo Valley, Chile
Absolutely jam packed with loads of blackcurrant
fruit bursting out, a beautifully rich wine.

16.00

51

Crozes Hermitage, Etienne Barret, Rhone, France
100% Syrah with classic aromas of bramble and a little spice.
Oak flavours are restrained to let the fruit shine through: a
characteristic of Etienne's wines. Medium to full-bodied and
easy to drink now, but has the attributes to repay cellaring
over the next two years.

24.50

52

Château de Fleurie. France
Vibrant red in colour, with aromas of dark flowers and earth,
followed by a plump, silky palate of crushed red berry fruit
offset by a touch of earthy spice

28.50

52

52A

Beaune Domaine Pierre Labet 2017
"Coucherias is located in the middle of Beaune, above Teurons.
Planted in 1964, it is a warm, south-facing site, high on the slope.
This is very aromatically expressive on the nose, with a nettly, tealeaf spice. The palate is precise and poised, with bright raspberries
and tomato leaf, a little peppery spice and remarkably fine
tannins. 25% new oak. "

74.00

52A
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53A

Domaine Cyrot Buthiau Pommard 1er Cru 2017
Deeply pitched, loaded with perfectly ripe dark fruits. Excellent
build, with precise flavours, great volume and a very long, sinewy
finish.

89.50

53A

54A

Chateau Bourgneuf Pomerol 2015
The 2015 Bourgneuf is round, supple and expressive, with lovely
nuance. Succulent black cherries, plums, smoke, spice and
liquorice notes blossom effortlessly in the glass. It also clearly has
the stuffing to develop beautifully in bottle for many years. This is
an especially silky, finessed style.

61.50

534

55A

Pinot Noir Elephant Hill 2018
Fruit forward and bright with beautiful soft tannin, this wine has
ripe berry fruit density and subtle floral notes followed by bay leaf
and spice

57.50

55A

PUDDING WINES
44A

45

Tokaji, Late Harvest Hungarian
Perfect finale to a wonderful meal cooked
by our Chef from that region
Château Doisy-Vedrines Sauternes 2016
A racy and pure style, with a honeysuckle note leading
Off ,followed quickly by white peach, pineapple and
yellow apple fruit flavors mixed with acacia and
orange blossom hints
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7.95
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8.50
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PORT
60

61

Taylor’s Vintage Port 2017
Still very much family owned and run, Taylors is
praised for its elegance, longevity and deep scented
characters. The Taylors 2017 is one of poise, grace and
focus
Warre’s Vintage Port 2016
Warre’s in its feminine charm, exuding floral aromas
of violets and rockrose. Supple, ripe black fruit
flavours, underscored by fresh acidity, rendering
superb balance and elegance. Long, lingering finish
with delicate tea-leaf notes

Bottle
By the Glass 125ml

Half Bottle
By the Glass 125ml

170.00 60
18.00

90.00
23.50

61

ALCOHOL FREE WINE
70

McGuigan Sauvignon Blanc
Generous aromas of rich gooseberry and citrus, with a subtle
grassy tone. A medium bodied but refreshingly full flavoured
Sauvignon Blanc with notes of passionfruit, lime and a persistent
length of flavour.

13.00 70

71

McGuigan Shiraz
Subtle spice and vanilla notes complemented by plum and forest
berry aromas. This Shiraz has good length of flavour with sweet
blackcurrants and a round balanced finish.

13.00
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New Specials
90

Fishwives Club Merlot
Mellowed from years held captive under the silent spell of French
Oak and a Merlot magician's arcane work of will. A viticult grimoire,
it invokes light purples of plum and juicy cherry, with soft spice and
smoky wisps of French smoke.

28.50 90

91

Fishwives Club Pinotage Rose
Candy Floss on the nose. Strawberries and cream on the palate.
With a Turkish Delight finish. This uniquely South African style
Pinotage Rosé is a triumph.

27.00

91

92

Fishwives Club Sauvignon Blanc
Easy, bourgeois drinking and bursting with ripe fruits on the nose
but delightfully dry on the palate, its lingering tease would get lesser
wines arrested for loitering.

27.00

92

93

Sea Change Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc

44.40 93

Sea Change Provence Rose 2020

34.50

Sea Change Sauvignon Blanc offers concentrated aromas of green
fruit complimented on the palate by riper, tropical flavours such as
passionfruit.
94

The wine itself is full of fresh zesty grapefruit, delicate white peach
and tropical pineapple flavours. This sublime Provence rosé is
perfectly balanced and guaranteed to impress.
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